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NEW EARTHROAMER XV-HD WARMED BY AQUA-HOT 
 
 

One of the most unique RVs to debut this year is the EarthRoamer XV-

HD. The self-sufficient, off-road Super C class luxury camper comes with an 

Aqua-Hot 600D hydronic heating solution for maximum comfort, no matter 

how far off the grid the vehicle may wander. 

The Aqua-Hot 600D delivers 65,600 BTUs of quiet, evenly-distributed 

heat throughout the XV-HD and offers on-demand hot water. EarthRoamer 

chose in-floor radiant heating to eliminate cold spots and drafts. A 

secondary system quickly gets the cabin up to a comfortable temperature 

and serves as a redundant backup. 

Featuring TribridHot, the 600D is highly adaptable. It uses engine 

heat when driving, AC electric when connected to shore power or a low 

emissions diesel burner when dry camping—the XV-HD carries an 

astounding 115 gallons of diesel fuel. On chilly mornings, it 'l l preheat the 

engine. 

"We chose Aqua-Hot because it gave us the ability to really simplify 

our heating system on the XV-HD," said Tyler Tatro, EarthRoamer president 

and COO. "In our original design, we were potentially going to need five 

different heating units. The Aqua-Hot system allowed us to run all of our 

heating needs through just one unit." 
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Unlike anything on or off the road, the fully custom EarthRoamer XV-

HD is built on a heavy-duty 4WD Ford F-750 chassis with a 6.7L V8 turbo 

diesel engine. Its well-appointed interior is a tasteful blend of natural colors 

and textures that is at home in Moab, Utah as it is Dakar, Senegal. 

EarthRoamer is the world's leading designer and manufacturer of 4WD 

luxury expedition vehicles. Its website is www.earthroamer.com. 

Since 1984, Aqua-Hot Heating Systems has manufactured innovative 

heating systems for RV, trucks, buses, heavy equipment cabs and 

alternative fuel vehicles. Highly adaptable to a wide range of applications, 

its products run on diesel, propane and natural gas. 

Contact Aqua-Hot Heating Systems, 7501 Miller Dr., Frederick, CO 

80504. Toll free: 800-685-4298 or 303-651-5500; Fax: 303-857-9000. 

marketing@aquahot.com; www.aquahot.com. 

 


